Manage and analyze content

Do you want to manage and analyze your content? This portal shows you how to do it.

Get insights

- Learn more about Reference:Authors and Readers

Dynamic lists

- Where is my dashboard?
- Working with SmartList
- Watch articles

Terminology

- SemanticData

Reference:Authors
WatchList improves on standard MediaWiki watchlist functionality and adapts it to the BlueSpice environment.
Usage / features

The watchlist can be viewed in:

- UserSidebar (keyword WATCHLIST) shows entries from a user's own watchlist.
- Page content (tag-based, added by user). Example: `<bs:watchlist count="10" maxtitlelength="50" />`
- Discussion pages are implicitly watched by MW. These implicit entries do not appear in the list. But a discussion page can be added explicitly.
- Long titles are truncated.

Technical information

Configuration

- The number of watchlist entries is limited to 10 if the user does not provide a different value.
- The titles displayed are limited to 20 characters in the personal navigation.
**Widget**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Default value</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WidgetLimit</td>
<td>number of returned pages</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WidgetSortOdr</td>
<td>page order</td>
<td>time, pagename</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tag parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Default value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>number of returned pages</td>
<td>num</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxtitlelength</td>
<td>number of strings</td>
<td>num</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>sort order</td>
<td>time, pagename</td>
<td>pagename</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rights (permissions)**

All users can view watchlist entries and change the settings. Only pages are included for which a user has *read* permissions.

**Requirements**

WatchList requires BlueSpiceFoundation.

**More info**

For a detailed description and usage, visit our help page.

**Demo**

Test the watchlist tag or the watchlist function in the personal navigation (sidebar) in our BlueSpiceDemo.

**SemanticData**

**SemanticData** - Optimale Nutzung Ihrer Wiki-Inhalte!
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What is SemanticData?

The larger your wiki, the more information is available. And the more information, the more difficult it is for your employees to work with this information. Unfortunately, computers are not really of assistance here, as they only see the data, and not the content within.

The solution: The extension package SemanticData for BlueSpice provides you with the tools to make the information in your wiki "understandable" for your computer. Based on the Open Source extension Semantic MediaWiki (SMW), you can now add additional information to your content in your wiki and bring them into relation with each other. This additional information can then be used to generate semantic queries.

Your advantages

- Improved search results
- Automatically updated tables for any topic in your wiki
- Convenient data input via forms
- Cross-linking of information

In a nutshell: more productive work within your system!

Which extensions are part of SemanticData?

The extensions that will be installed are mainly Semantic MediaWiki extensions, which have been partly adapted to facilitate the cooperation between BlueSpice and Semantic MediaWiki.

The following extensions are part of the package:

- **Semantic MediaWiki**: This extension provides the main functions for semantic queries.
- **Semantic Forms**: An extension for Semantic MediaWiki, used to build forms that enable structured data input.
- **Semantic Forms Inputs**: An extensions for Semantic MediaWiki and Semantic Forms. Adds new form elements, like e.g. the date picker.
- **Semantic Result Formats**: An extensions for Semantic MediaWiki that enables you to add additional output formats for your queries, e.g. as calendar.
- **DataValues**: Required by Semantic MediaWiki. DataValues manages the consistent handling of values of various simple types.
- **DataValues Common**: Required by Semantic MediaWiki, extensions for DataValues. Introduces new data types.
- **DataValues Interfaces**: Required by Semantic MediaWiki. Basic library for the DataValues extension.
- **DataValues Validators**: An extension for Semantic MediaWiki and DataValues, allowing you to check the validity of data values.
- **ExternalData**: An extension for MediaWiki, used by SemanticData. Allows embedding and display of date from external sources.

- **Page Schemas**: This extension for Semantic MediaWiki facilitates the creation of semantic forms. You can create semantic schemas via forms on category pages, and also edit them subsequently. Articles necessary for a form (properties, templates, etc.) are created and adapted automatically.

- **ParserHooks**: Required by Semantic MediaWiki. Enables the definition of new tags via a uniform mechanism.

- **SMWConnector**: Connects BlueSpice and Semantic MediaWiki.

- **Semantic Compound Queries**: An extension for Semantic MediaWiki, allowing you to display the results of multiple SMW queries simultaneously.

- **Semantic Extra Special Properties**: This extension for Semantic MediaWiki enables you to evaluate several properties of an article via semantic queries.

- **Semantic Internal Objects**: An extension for Semantic MediaWiki, allowing a certain separation of data and article.

- **Validator**: Required by Semantic MediaWiki to check the validity of entries.

**How do I use SemanticData?**

The functional range of all Semantic MediaWiki extensions is too big to cover it here exhaustively. Fortunately, there is already an extensive wiki that can answer all your questions. You can find it [here](#).